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Release: November 12 2009 
 
With smashing contributions by electro lord Legowelt from dirty brown The Hague and bleep 
addict Garçon Taupe from the bourgeois slums of Amsterdam, Narrominded presents the fourth 
installment in its renowned Split LP Series. Both sides of this Split LP comprise a whole EP in 
length, and the contributions have in common that they are both deeply rooted in electro music.  
 
On Garçon Taupe’s Wittenburg EP, eighties infected drum computer beats and heavy bass lines 
pave the way for some rather cheerful and unpretentious melodies. The five tracks were mixed to 
tape at Rude 66’s Triple Six Lounge studio, and reveal influences from electronic pioneers like 
Yellow Magic Orchestra and Mantronix, to today’s acid freaks like Luke Vibert and Like A Tim. 
The end result is a catchy mixture of electro and acid. 
 
Legowelt explores the darker corners of electronic music in four tracks leaning on eerie vocals 
and grungy electro beats. His Land Rovers in Astrophysics EP takes us to mysterious 
environments. We’re spacing out on the force of The Stars, The Universe, Etc, and dancing to 
hypnotic drums on a mystical trip to Pago Pago West Samoa. Legowelt not only knows how to to 
satisfy a dance floor, but is also capable of deeply appealing to the listener’s imagination. 
 
Split LP Series 
Narrominded started it’s Split LP Series in 2003, and previous installments brought us abstract 
electronics, electro-acoustic drones, IDM and avant-jazz. Contributors until now are Living 
Ornaments, Accelera Deck, Kettel, Hydrus, Cor Fuhler and Mats Gustafsson.  
 
Press about Split LP #3 (2008, Cor Fuhler / Mats Gustafsson): 
‘Amazing shit’ – Thurston Moore and Byron Coley on Duke Cit Presentation blog 
‘Heartily recommended.’ – Furthernoise 
‘I totally love this’ – Mashnote 
‘Not for the narrow minded’ – The Wire 
‘Nothing less than an atmospheric beauty of a record’ – Gonzo Circus 
 
About Narrominded 
Narrominded is a Dutch music label that releases records and mp3's through shops, mail orders 
and internet. In 2000, we started out with cd-r's but since then we have released vinyl, cd's, free 
mp3's and more by rock bands such as Boutros Bubba, Katadreuffe, Makazoruki and Gone Bald, 
and electronic and electro acoustic music by artists such as Hydrus, Psychon, Coen Oscar 
Polack and Living Ornaments. Also to be released: new albums by Hunter Complex, Fine China 
Superbone, Puin + Hoop and Poor White. 


